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THE ADVENTURE OF A LIFETIME
RIDE A HARLEY ACROSS THE SOUTHWESTERN USA

Northern Tour
Grand Canyon, Monument Valley,
and Sedona. Helicopter and BiPlane flights plus a Sunset Jeep
Trail!
Southern Tour
Tuscon, Tombstone, The Devil's
Highway. See Pima Air & Space
Museum, Bisbee Copper Mine,
and Lake Roosevelt
Colorado Tour
Take on Pikes Peak! Colorado
Springs, Million Dollar Highway,
Royal Gorge Train Ride plus
Rafting and Quad Biking!
Brice / Zion Tour
Horseshoe Bend, The Hoover
Dam, Bryce Canyon and Zion
National Park plus 2 nights in
fabulous Las Vegas!

www.adventuresinarizona.com
07774
782139
(daytime)
/ 01243 786495 (evening)
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Dell

Director’s Blurb
So here we are, the lockdown special
newsletter. I’m not going to go on about the
lockdown itself as no doubt your fed up with it.
The fact we are a large, friendly, active chapter
means we do have each other to lean on in
these strange times via social media, but it also
means we miss each other all the more.
At this time our ride program is on hold and it’s
not looking good for any group riding in the
near future. However, we are working on a
contingency ride program should we be
allowed out to play singularly. In that even we
will arrange some fun riding offers for you with
ideas such as a poker run, riding quiz and
riding treasure hunt – whatever, we will do our
best. If you have any ideas please let us have
them, just wack an email over to
director@hogsbackchapteruk.org.

Director
puts in every week sorting through your photos
and making videos – what a star!
I need to thank so many for their contributions
including: Katie & Wavy Davey who make my
ears bleed each week, Corky for the Chapter
history session, Al for showing his frilly
underwear on his packing demo, Vince for the
advanced riding overview and of course the
Brealy’s for their strangeness. We even had
Marjorie Rae the UK & IRL HOG manager do a
session and she was impressed with us – I
would say she needs to get out more but we all
do. All the while we continue to be locked in
there will be a need for more volunteers to do
10mins – you know how to contact me. At the
time of writing this we have Steve Routh doing
a session next week – boy I am looking forward
to giving him some stick.
If you’re not on our Facebook page just ask to
join and we will connect any member plus their
partner (with the members permission).
Hopefully by the time you read this the quiz will
have moved to Zoom as a format which will
help Leigh and Dave organise you rabble.
Stay safe and I look forward so much to seeing
you all asap.
Dell Evans
Director

VIRTUAL CLUB NIGHT EVERY THURSDAY

I hope you have seen we are trying our best to
keep the Chapter engaged through our virtual
club nights each week on a Thursday, plus the
quiz on a Monday (thanks Leigh & Dave). The
primary officers plus a few volunteers have
stood up to do a regular 10 mins session. We
love your comments, even the cruel but funny
ones, so keep giving us stick. Axel of course
needs special mention for not only shaving his
head for charity but also the amount of work he
Hogsback News Early Summer 2020
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Katie

Katie’s Bit

Membership Officer
Hello to one and all, especially our new
members, it certainly is a very strange time to
be a new member of Hogsback. In fact, it’s a
very strange time for us all!
Despite giving 5 whole months for membership
renewals, its was still a mad panic for some to
take advantage of the reduced fees, renewals
were coming in right up to midnight on March
31st. You just like keeping me on my toes!!! A
very big thank you for those of you that
renewed.

Normal service will be resumed as soon as
possible.
Stay safe and
stay at home.
Katie Francis
Membership
Officer

We are still having fun with Quiz Night, Virtual
Club Night and lots of Facebook fun.

Wobin

Robin’s Bit

Assistant Director
Well, this is probably going to be my last
newsletter as Asst Director. Having been one
for 7 years (almost) I think its time to let
someone else have a go and serve this
wonderful Chapter.
I have thoroughly enjoyed my time as AD and
hopefully I have added to the Chapter during
that time. I will still be carrying on as Road
Captain for a while and looking forward to a
year of riding rather than sitting around.

and crew) to continue to have a good
relationship with the GH-D and Aaron, have the
best activities and ride program in UK and help
shape the future of this Great Chapter.
I wish you all well for the future and hope to
ride with you again.
Robin Seymour

I am sure Dell will be putting out some news on
how my replacement can apply and I would
encourage those eligible folk to consider
themselves for this worthwhile position. You get
nothing for it, you argue the toss to ensure the
best for the members and most of the time they
don’t even know you have!
The point being is that in a small way you are
helping (along with the Primarys, committee
Hogsback News Early Summer 2020
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Peter

Peter’s Bit

Head Road Captain
Hello all,
Well what can I say… not a lot at the moment.
As I am writing this we are all waiting for an
announcement from the Government on
Sunday 10th May to see what the next phase
of the lockdown will allow us to do.
I am one of the people who is still working,
seems that I have been categorised as an
essential worker with a letter of authorisation to
travel. So at present the roads are quiet and
my mode of transport has always been a motor
bike. I hear some of you say lucky bugger (or
not), well the roads are extremely quiet but
recently there has been more traffic about. The
one thing I would like to bring to everyone’s
attention is that at present the average speed
of everyone travelling is faster. There is hardly
any traffic on the roads and our companions on
the roads, the car drivers, seem to think they
are the only ones about. Everyday I have cars
pull out in front of me, even worse is on
roundabouts where it seems to be open
season to try and hit a bike!

go quicker with the current traffic and there are
a lot of speed traps about. Make sure your
bike/trike is OK and tyres are at the right
pressure and don’t go mad.
The lockdown has certainly hit our ride
programme, which is a shame as there have
been some excellent rides planned by the road
crew from day rides to away rides. Hopefully
we will still be able to get some rides in this
season and this being managed by our AD
Paul Cutler who keeps us all up to date at the
virtual club nights we are all enjoying.
Well that’s all folks, but please remember to
keep safe from this terrible virus that is
effecting us all and when back on the roads
take it easy.
Hope to see you on ride real soon.
Peter O
Head Road Captain

Anyway the point I am trying to make is that
when we are allowed back on the roads,
please keep your wits about you as there are a
lot of stir crazy people about and they are
itching to hit the road just like we all are.
So when we are allowed out, a little bit more
defensive riding will probably be required, also
keep an eye on your speed as it is very easy to

Hogsback News Early Summer 2020
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Lockdown Live Quiz

Leigh

Believe it or not, I am naturally introverted and
quite shy until I get to know people. I think
that’s why I love doing things like Facebook
Live, because it allows me to get into
character and hide behind the camera to allow
me to be the confident extroverted person I
wish I was. However, once you get to know
me and we build friendships you won’t shut
me up!
I also love this club, and all the people in it.
What an eclectic, fun, charming and
welcoming bunch of “big scary bikers” we all
really are.
When the lockdown knocked us all for six, and
the decision was made to do live club nights,
my eyes lit up. This was my favourite cup of
Earl Grey… my calling… and I knew I wanted
to get involved. I have done a hundred
facebook lives, mainly makeup tutorials, and
also a few out cycling with Mr B at the top of
steep hill climbs and reporting on cycling
events, but what could I do for you lot?
I approached Boss Hog after the first live club
night and asked if I could help with the next
one. Dell came back to me the next day in
appreciation of the offer and jested that I may
regret it! A while later I was nattering to Axel
about the success of the club night selfies, and
he mentioned that he was looking forward to
my quiz next week! Oh ok, so that’s how I was
going to help then was it! I set about
researching questions and roped in Dave to be
my “glamourous assistant” and keep scores for
me. After a quick zoom call with Axel and the
boss to agree my prize budget the Quiz was
born.

else, but I don’t think there is anything we can
do about that. It was just supposed to be a fun
evening, in a locked down Easter Sunday, with
a few bits of chocolate as prizes. I think it was a
success and I’m typing this article having just
printed and tested my questions on Dave for
the next Quiz this coming Monday.
I’m looking forward to seeing you all again
soon, but until then you can all see us live
again and have a go at my next lot of
questions!
Stay safe,
Leigh not Mel
Quiz Mistress

WHAT A BLAST! Dave and I were on a roll, we
loved every minute of it, we bounced off each
other like “a pair of idiots” as he called us and
we had over 2,000 comments on the live. The
feedback was great and we were buzzing when
we ended the live. It was a shame that people’s
live feed was not quite in synch with everyone
Hogsback News Early Summer 2020
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Dream a Dream
1986 was the year of my son’s birth and the
first time I saw a Harley-Davidson Heritage
softail. “One day” I said to my son “we will own
one of these”.

Larry
the plan, but I felt on top of the world, I had a
Harley at last!
With the ownership of a Harley also came a
years HOG membership and with it the HOG
magazine. Featured in the first issue sent to me
was the Dyna Switchback and this, I thought,
was a step in the right direction (even though I
had only had the Sportster 4 Months). So back
to the dealership, deal done, Dyna ordered,
and now I had a tourer that had to be used.

The first thing was the Harley-Davidson
Heritage softail poster put on to my sons wall to
keep the dream alive and in 1998, while in
Cyprus, a bar owner allowed my son to sit on
his Harley-Davidson Heritage softail, well it’s a
start I thought.
Many years passed and the day came in April
2011, my family had grown up, major bills paid,
and off I went to the dealership to buy my first
Harley-Davidson. And came away with a
………..Sportster. Hmmmm that was not quite
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This Harley took me everywhere (work,
holidays, days out) and joining the Hogsback
Chapter opened up a whole new world to me
that I had not experienced before; the meeting
of like minded people (and someone who I
used to work with in the late 70’s) and trips
around the UK and to Europe (including the
wettest riding I have ever done to date, going
to Germany on the Dambusters Tour 2013).

8

Dream a Dream

2015, Project Rushmore was in full swing and it
was time to try for something new. Test rides
booked on the Street Glide, Road King and,
yes at last, the Heritage softail! Great rides and
order placed for the ……………..Road King.
Yes the Heritage softail was ok, but ok is not
enough and the word is that be careful what
you wish for as you may be disappointed.
However great times lay ahead, I had a full size
tourer and this was put to good use with more
trips away in the UK and Europe. I was riding
my dream make of motorbike, time to make my
dream ride, STURGIS! in South Dakota USA
and another Harley-Davidson Model, the
Milwaukee 8 Street Glide. What a great bike,
brilliantly suited to 2000 miles of American
roads and, of course, the Sturgis Rally 2018.

I was all over the place and could not believe
how different the Road King felt after only two
weeks away from it. As I was on my way to the
dealership I thought I would try a Milwaukee 8
Street Glide and a Milwaukee 8 Road King.
The difference between the Rushmore models
and the Milwaukee 8 models is really tangible.
So once again a deal was done and my ride
now is Milwaukee 8 Road King
So sorry son we never got the dream
motorbike, but just owning a Harley-Davidson
and the lifestyle
that goes with it
is a dream itself.
Larry George

On my return to the UK I hopped onto my trusty
Road King and Whoa! What’s wrong with this?
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Lockdown Lunacy

Wavy Davy

Just as we got the Wavy Davy Band
back into the rehearsal studio again,
it’s all gone pear shaped!
But, that spirit we enjoyed at
Christmas lives on in us all, as
Hogsback Chapter not just keeps the
flag flying, but keeps it waving madly.
A special thank you to our intrepid
Director Dell Evans for his audacity to
re-invent our Club Nights in the virtual
world and The Man of all things
audacious, Axel Thill, for all his
bountiful skills with the technology that
easily gets the best of the rest of us,
(well, me especially). What a great
team we all are for sure to continue to evolve
as an amazing group of friends in difficult
times.
Talking of teams, I must also give full credit to
my gorgeous partner in crime, Katie Francis,
who endures all my artistic indulgences with
such grace and patience. Being permanently

locked down together 24 hours a day has
actually been a pleasure and we’ve had a lot of
fun doing our broadcasts together, (as much
fun as you can have with clothes on, at
least….)
I’ve tried to continue to develop musical
exchanges with my fellow musicians, but I
believe everybody in the entertainment
business has found it difficult to find a format
that works effectively. Even the fabulous
Rolling Stones failed to produce a convincing
quality “live” video, but they did make me laugh
and Mick Jagger has lost nothing of his quality
act. I have waited so long for him to fade so
that I could step into his shoes, but I shall just
have to continue to admire the stamina and
spirit that keeps him going.
Both the band’s ace lead guitarist Adrian Joly
and our very own, very lovely, Jackie Brealey,
are working with me to produce something
eventually that we can broadcast as a finished
article. I have the tools and means to exchange
and put together the soundtrack of a song, it is
quite time consuming, but we are getting there
and we hope to debut Jackie in the virtual band
before too long.

Hogsback News Early Summer 2020
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In the meantime, I’ve co-opted diminutive
guitarist Brian O’Jones, to deputise until we can
perform again for real. Hopefully, that may not
be too far away and hoping it will be at
Cirencester, where we are going to be partying
like never before.
I have to say, that Katie and I are very touched
and grateful for all the kind and amusing
comments received regarding our
performances for virtual club night. Thank you
all for listening, it’s not often an artist gets a
chance to perform live every week to an
appreciative audience, (safe from projectiles). I
feel very privileged to be given the unique
opportunity to perform my own songs too, that
means an awful lot to me and I shall always be
very grateful to you, our wonderful group of
friends.
That’s enough sentimentality for now, I need to
get back into rehearsal with Brian and lay down
some more banging tunes.
Peace, Love and ha-penis to you all,
Wavy
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What It Feels Like To Become Road Crew

One dark stormy night in the depths of last
winter, I received a mysterious phone call from
a strange man. Actually, it wasn’t that
mysterious, but it was very surprising. I was
being invited to become a member of the
Hogsback roadcrew. Blimey! Didn’t see that
one coming! It was explained to me that
becoming road crew was by invitation only, but
it was purely voluntary and not obligatory to
accept. I said I’d think it over. 0.1seconds later
I accepted. It was a privilege to be asked and
a chance to put something back into the club
that had given me such a wonderful welcome
when I’d become a member a couple of years
before. It was, as they say, a no-brainer.
So, what did I know already? I knew that
without them, there’s no club. I knew they gave
up a lot of their own time to arrange the trips
and rides that make the annual Hogsback ride
programme the best and most diverse of any
Chapter out there. I was about to find out just
how much actually goes into running this side
of the club. A lot!
The first step was being fitted for the lovely
high-viz worn by all road crew. This took place
at the EOS club night at GH-D, where I met up
with the other newbies; Mark Halliday, JB, Andy
Gladwell and Lawrence Tyrell. ‘No, I am not
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Caroline

size XL you cheeky bugger’. You get the idea.
Seriously, there’s quite a bit of training
involved, the first part of which is a couple of
hours of theory. After much debate, the date
decided upon was 8th February, the day of the
Winter Ball. I wasn’t happy. Don’t men realise,
if you’re going to a ball you need ALL DAY to
get ready?
The day dawned. We were the first new intake
of road crew for the new HRC Peter Ostinelli.
He was there, along with Woody, the outgoing
HRC, and Vince, our fantastic safety officer.
The training is based on Woody’s excellent
Road Crew Handbook, some of which is used
in the new member’s sessions. It was a very
informative and useful meeting. Newbies are
also required to complete
a ‘Biker Down’ first aid
course. I had attended
one before and cannot
recommend them highly
enough. Locally, this free
course is run by Surrey
Fire & Rescue and held
at the fire station in
Guildford.
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What It Feels Like To Become Road Crew
After that it was the main event; the newbie
roadcrew ride on the 8th March. The five of us
had been asked to plain a ride of a duration
that allowed each of us to lead the ride, back
mark it, and ride from the back to the front of
the ride to replicate the procedure used during
a breakdown. All available roadcrew would give
up their valuable time to help us, so a big
‘thank you’ to them. There were over 30 bikes
on the day. No pressure then. I’d like to take a
minute here to point out here that planning a
ride isn’t half as easy as our road crew make it
look. I confess I’ve been used to turning up,
switching my head off, and enjoying the fruits of
someone else’s hard work. I have occasionally
led a ride, but this has been because I didn’t
like the way Peter was going, and my way was
faster. Having said that, I always remember to
thank whoever is crewing the ride; they put in
the work so I can have a good time and not
end up in Brighton 30 minutes before everyone
else…….

sadly, our first job together was to crew
Louise’s funeral.
We had each been appointed a mentor to help
us through our first season’s commitments;
lead two rides and back mark four. All was set
fair for a fantastic year’s riding. Oh my days!
Who could possibly have foreseen what would
come next? One day, hopefully soon, it will be
over, and your amazing and dedicated road
crew will be ready to take you on some
fantastic day and weekend rides. In the
meantime, stay safe everyone xxx.
Caroline

Anyway, back to the Road Crew Ride; Each of
us completed our ride briefing, including
answering some unusual questions from our
guinea pigs, before waving to Axel and moving
off. The ride lasted a couple of hours with a
stop at Billy’s for a cuppa and a mini de-brief.
From there, we made our way back to GH-D for
general feedback and a full de-brief from Peter
and Vince, both of whom were and are
massively helpful and supportive. Sadly, Andy
couldn’t join us on the day, but the four of us
worked well together and the ride was
completed without incident. I’d like to give
Lawrence a mention too. During the training,
he suffered the sudden loss of his wife Louise.
He bravely carried on with the training, and
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My (Nearly) First Bike - Honda 400/4

David

Not quite my 1st bike, but my first serious bike.
I read the glowing reviews in Bike magazine
and despite lusting over the Honda 500 twin (a
gorgeously retro looking machine in chocolate
brown) the excitement of a 4 cylinder sports
bike grabbed my imagination.
Back in the 70’s, Harleys were few and far
between and the biking fraternity spent most of
its time squabbling over the respective merits
of British or Japanese. This was at a time when
you still needed to hand your leathers and
helmets to the barmen if you ventured into the
King and Queen in Brighton - still sore from the
running street battles between mods and
rockers back in the 60’s.
The 400/4 was a development of a 350 Four
machine that was never marketed in the UK. It
went like stink, could rev to 10,500 and was
Honda’s first bike to be fitted with 6 gears. It’s
handling was awesome!
So, Jean and I, some 42 years ago signed our
lives away on the never-never and took home
an F2 model, in Candy Red with gold pin-

striping. August 1978, we took it round France
on Honeymoon, down via Orleans and Le Puy
to St Tropez, then back via Grenoble (where
the photo was taken and we lost our
passports). A stop to report the loss at the
Embassy in Paris, then back on the Dieppe Newhaven ferry, some 3,000 miles in all with
tent, sleeping bags, gas stove and pots etc
strapped down.
Compared to the CB175 we had graduated
from, it seemed like an awesome machine.
When you see them now in shows, despite my
heart racing, they seem like small toys when
you line one up next to a Milwaukie steed.
David Hardcastle
Secretary
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Mons Twinning

Richard

The last trip till the next one
It was the Best of times it was the worst of
times. So said Charles Dickens about
something or other quite a long time ago. But it
could have easily been said about The
Hogsback Chapter’s trip to Belgium and the
Twinning event (Jumelage) with our good
friends from the Mons Chapter at the end of
February this year.
The World is a radically different place today so
it is therapeutic to think back to more innocent
times. The Coronavirus was already a ‘thing‘
back then but nothing more than a virus
affecting Wuhan Province and a bit of Northern
Italy. How times change…
DAY 1
Given the unpredictability of the Winter weather
members had the option of driving or riding to
the event and attending for one or both nights. I
was lucky enough to catch a lift with Mark H
and Ty in Keith and Kim Jackman’s fabulous
space age Merc. I was picked up at 9am on the
Friday feeling a tad delicate after the night
before. The journey was seamless and we
marvelled at the extremes in the weather
conditions on the way. To say we were all glad
to be in the car and not facing the strong winds,
rain and hailstones like our friends on their
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bikes is an understatement! Hats off to all of
you who rode.
We checked in to the Van Der Valk Hotel at
2.15 and agreed to meet in the bar/restaurant
at 3. The hotel is impressive and a couple of
notches above our spiritual home of the Hotel
Lido in the centre of Mons. The location meant
it was a bit of a schlep into the Town but
otherwise it’s a great place with big rooms,
comfy beds and pleasant staff (are you reading
this Lido??).
We ordered the first 5 Leffe Blonds of the day
and spent a glorious few hours talking bollocks
and having a laugh while the Hotel filled up
with lots of denim and leather as various
members of Mons and Hogsback Chapters
arrived and joined the fun.
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Mons Twinning
As you will have seen from the website
photographs we had a brilliant first night and
were each given Jumelage T Shirts from the
Mons Guys. You can see Katie and Robin
putting theirs on whilst actually at the table. It
was a bitter-sweet moment for me. Sweet as I
was on a Hogsback jolly surrounded by good
fiends and vibes but bitter because as Robin
took his top off it suddenly dawned on me what
had happened to my Space Hopper all those
years ago. You didn’t have to eat it all mate!!
The fun lasted long into the night and after 12
hours on the lash and a stupid decision to
switch to Jack Daniels at 2am (I blame Robin
Mark and Al) it was time for bed.
DAY 2
Suffice it to say along with various others I
missed a big chunk of Saturday!
Those that could escape their beds, along with
the members who arrived that Saturday
morning, were taken on a tour of the Doudou
Museum in the Town Centre (Nothing to do with
recycled dog food, it’s dedicated to all things
George and Dragon). That’s once they’d
managed to negotiate the howling wind and
rain as they crossed the Bridge into Mons.
The Twinning Ceremony (and the whole point
of the jamboree) was held that evening at the
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Mons Harley-Davidson Dealership. After drinks
and chat in the Chapter’s Bar it was time to
Twin.
As per, the Mons Chapter treated us like
visiting royalty and having picked us all up at
the hotel, delivered a brilliant evening which
included a five course meal with a venison
main. Sadly, the Mons Director was laid low
with Flu so Tanguy stood in and did the
Twinning honours alongside our man Dell and
Aaron Presley on his first trip away. Trinkets
were exchanged and documents signed as our
Chapter links were formalized.
Continued on next page…
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Mons Twinning
along with everything else we hold dear, but it
will happen and when it does it’ll be epic.
A big Thank You to Axel and all the committee
for making it happen and a massive bow to
the Mons Chapter for being superb hosts and
the best Twin you could wish for. Well done to
all the Guys and Girls who went by bike
especially the other ‘Richard from Reigate’
and his Wife who did the ride (their first) in
open face helmets. Goodness me!
Finally let us all drink a hearty mug of
Domestos, drop our pants and stick our
bottoms in the air to let the light in! Sorted.
Thank You Donald!
Key to all this was the young, lovely and
multilingual Mr Axel Thill, who translated all the
bits us Brits didn’t understand which was
frankly all of it! It was like Eurovision without
the sequins.

Richard (Fannypack)

By 10.30 the evening came to a close and we
were all transported back to the Hotel for a
night cap. Luckily this coincided with my
miraculous recovery from the night before and I
was able to imbibe happily for a couple of
hours with the Pollards and Ostinellis before
hitting the sack.
After breakfast and a quick pack it was time to
go home. We encountered more Biblical
weather conditions on the way to the Tunnel
and really felt for the two wheeled travellers
especially when we had to wait in the car at the
car park due to a huge hailstorm.
The second part of the Twinning should be
happening right about now with the Chapter
hosting the Mons Guys for more fun and
joviality. Sadly Covid 19 has put paid to that,
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The Hogs @ Bisley 2020

Hogsback History

Corky

A trawl through the archives.

Torque 2001 – 2005 (18 editions)

We may not be doing a great deal of riding
during this period under the Corvid 19 lockdown, but we have certainly done a huge
amount as a Chapter before and will certainly
be doing plenty more in the future when this is
all sorted out!

Surrey Newsletter 2005 – 2009 (11 editions)

We are fortunate to have access to “Hogsback
History” through our archives in the form of the
regular newsletters of the Chapter. It seems an
appropriate time now to be able look back over
some of the rides, rallies, comments and clips
taken from these archives.
Early records of the Chapter membership and
Officer appointments before 2005 are sparse
due to events which took place that year (the
Split!) but records of activities from 1998 (when
I joined the Chapter and started collecting the
newsletters) to 2005 (the Split) are fairly
reliable based on these early copies of the
Chapter newsletters.
We are fortunate that we have managed to put
together and scan (thank you Paul Treacher!)
over 100 editions of Chapter newsletters
including:
The Surrey HOG newsletter April 1997 –
December 1998 (13 editions)

Hogsback News 2009 – 2020 (42 editions to
date)
All of these can be found in the members
section of the Hogsback Chapter Website and
make interesting reading.
So – where to start? I thought I would start by
looking at some of the earlier editions to see
what’s changed and then have a look at what
the chapter was doing 20 years ago, 15 years
ago and 10 years, which coincidently are some
of the milestone years of the Chapter!
In 1997 the club was operating with Chapter
Director (and Editor!) Albert Rapacioli
supported by just four Road Captains. Certainly
a lot less than we operate with now! Just to
note that some things don’t change, the Surrey
HOG newsletter of April 1997 (the earliest we
have!) reported on a winter bowling match –
not at some glitzy 10 pin bowling complex – but
at a skittle ally in the back room of the Hay
Cutter at Oxted. Interestingly two members of
the winning team are still members of the
Hogsback Chapter – well done Vic Patterson
and Bill Morris!
Continued on next page…

Flywheel 1999 – 2001 (21 editions)
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In 1997 in terms of activities a ride out was
made to Lasham Airfield in Hampshire for a
day’s gliding – sounds like fun and something
the current Hogsback Chapter has not yet tried!
1997 was also the year of the first Biarritz HOG
Rally and suggestions and recommendations
for organising riding down to the rally given.
By 1999 membership of the Chapter had risen
to 250 and the newsletter had acquired a new
title “Flywheel” – same format of photocopied
A4 black and white – but expanded content.
The newsletter noted that the average age of
the Chapter membership in 1998 was 45 years
old, with the youngest member of the Chapter
being 26 and the oldest 71! At the beginning of
each month when the newsletter had been
printed, a group of us would meet up at the
dealership on a Saturday morning and put
these into envelopes, add the addresses by
hand, stick the stamps on and take to the post
box for distribution to members – primitive but
good to meet up for a chat and coffee while we
did it!
Regular meetings were held at the Star Pub on
the A243 on the second Thursday of the month
throughout the year, with a further meeting at
the Hard Rock Café in London at the end of
each month in the riding season. By now the
Road Crew had increased to include the
Chapter Director supported by seven Road
Captains and seven Road Marshalls.

The events calendar for the year was published
in the January 1999 newsletter and includes
some interesting activities including:
Clay pigeon shooting in March
A Chocolate run to Bruges in Belgium in April
A speedway night out in April
A number of custom and classic motorcycle
shows
The first Isle of Wight tour in May
Harley open day at Sammy Millers in May
The European HOG Rally at Cheltenham
racecourse in July
The second Beaujolais run in November
A Christmas Toy Run in December
As a new member in 1998, this 1999
programme was my first complete riding
season and I have stories to tell about each of
these events I attended!
On to the first milestone – 20 years ago and the
year 2000, a milestone with the start of the new
millennium and my invitation to join the Road
Crew this season as a Road Marshall, with the
Chapter operating with Albert as Director, and
six Road Captains, including Graham Woods
and eleven Road Marshals to run the ride
programme.

A VERY EARLY MEETING OF THE SURREY CHAPTER AT RYKERS CAFÉ BOX HILL
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ASHLEY AND CHRIS’S WEDDING 2000

In 2000 the chapter again had a full
programme of events, but smaller numbers of
participants compared with today’s activities.
For example, the Second IOW trip this year –
which was a great trip! – comprised a select
group of nine led by Ashley Crouch with a
further four meeting us at the Ferry in
Portsmouth. Anyone who remembers riding
with Ashley will remember he only had two
speeds – fast and very fast!. This was the
shorted time I have ever taken to get from
Dorking to Portsmouth and will probably never
be repeated! The 2000 Issue number 5 of
Flywheel has an excellent report of this trip! –
find it on our members website pages.

four biker bridesmaids in leather and lace made
the day! You may be able to recognise a few of
our current members on the photo!
Moving on to the events of 2005 and the
Chapter split, the official Surrey Chapter hit the
road with the first summer edition of the “Surrey
Newsletter” reporting on a very successful
second Bisley Rally, but omitting to mention
some of the minor fracas’s between rival
Surrey groups resulting in a court appearance
and “bound over to keep the peace” for one or
two of our more excitable members!
Continued on next page…

One of the other major events of 2000 was the
biker wedding of Road Captain Ashley and
Chris, held at Battersea Registry office,
followed by a photo shoot in Richmond Park
and a very lively reception in Ashley’s garage
which lasted to the early hours of the following
day! A huge turnout of members together with

ENJOYING THE SECOND BISLEY RALLY 2005
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THE ROUTE TO THE ST TROPEZ RALLY 2005

The 2005 summer edition also contained a
good article on planning and travelling down to
the HOG St Tropez Rally – some great riding
and spectacular routes – and yes we did do all
those hairpins!
The Autumn 2005 edition contained some
interesting reports, Catherine and I flew to
Florida and did a trip we had dreamed about
for a long time – riding down through the
Florida Keys on Harleys – and another report just some highlights:
Dicing with the interstate highway traffic in
Miami at rush hour
Looking out for alligators in in the road across
the Everglades
Riding over the 42 bridges of the Keys one of
them 7 miles long – stunning!!
Live music and drinking from 3 in the afternoon
to 3 in the morning at Sloppy Joes and the
Hogs Breath Saloon in Key West.

Moving on to the 2010 newsletters, another
milestone, with the Guildford Harley-Davidson
recently opened, was the appointment of Dik
Gregory as the new Chapter Director to lead
the newly named “Hogsback Chapter and with
a Chapter membership of 330. The European
Rally at Lugano in the Italian Lakes, the 7th
SOFER Rally, the Champagne Rally with the
Reims Chapter as well as a load of excellent
UK day rides and weekends away were all
reported in the 2010 editions of Hogsback
News.
So - If you are feeling stir crazy at the moment
under lock-down have a look at some of these
early newsletters for inspiration and remember
there is a lot to look forward to once we get out
on our bikes again!
Steve Cork
Road Captain and Chapter Historian

RIDING DOWN THROUGH THE KEYS 2005
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